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BEST FOOT FORWARD
Adam Hills
Trade Paperback 9780733640575 | $32.99  
Ebook 9780733640582 | $14.99 
Hachette Australia

Adam Hills was a quiet primary school 
kid with a prosthetic foot, who did all his 
homework and only spoke when spoken to. 
His dad sparked in him a love of comedy  
and together they’d spend hours watching 
and listening to the greats. 

Adam’s shyness and his missing foot never 
held him back. A steady diet of Rodney Rude, 
Vince Sorrenti and Robin Williams led him  
to his first stand-up open mic night on his  
19th birthday.  

In Best Foot Forward, Adam describes his 
early years on the Australian comedy scene, 
how he coped the first time he died on stage, 
his early-morning apprenticeship in radio, 
touring the world’s comedy festivals, the 
magic of Spicks and Specks and his hosting 
gig for the 2008 Paralympics that led to his hit 
UK TV show The Last Leg.

ADAM HILLS is best known as the five-
time Gold Logie-nominated host of Spicks 
and Specks, and hit chat show Adam Hills 
Tonight. When he is not conquering the small 
screen he is treading the boards as a stand-
up comedian. He’s won a Helpmann Award, 
released bestselling DVDs, performed for the 
Queen, and hosted the opening and closing 
ceremonies of the 2008 Beijing Paralympics.

In this charming and witty 
memoir, Adam Hills shows how 
hard work, talent and being 
proudly different can see you 
find your feet.
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Adam Hills 
Location: England, 
United Kingdon
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THE BULLDOG TRACK
Peter Phelps
Trade Paperback 9780733639777 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780733639784 | $14.99 | Hachette Australia

March 1942: The world is at war. Tom Phelps 
found work as a carpenter in the goldfields of 
the New Guinea Highlands. No one expected 
the Japanese to invade the Pacific, let alone 
take the northern cities of New Guinea.

As word of the invasion spread, Tom and his 
fellow workers were caught in the middle of it 
all. After the airfield was bombed, the Australian 
military told them to get out via the ‘other’ 
Kokoda Track.  Kukuku hunters and Ghurka 
allies would let them pass but did not do the 
same for the pursuing Japanese soldiers. 

Back home in Sydney, his family were told that 
Tom had died. Travelling by foot, canoe, raft, 
schooner, train, luck and cunning, Tom Phelps 
eventually made it home, half-starved, suffering 
malaria and wearing the pith helmet he kept 
with him the whole way. 

The escape was documented on Tom’s helmet 
in indelible ink. Seventy-five years later, it sat 
next to his grandson Peter as he wrote this book.

PETER PHELPS is one of Australia’s best-
loved actors. Growing up hearing the stories 
about his grandfather’s incredible survival 
in New Guinea during WWII, Peter is now 
writing a very personal book about Tom  
Phelps and the other Kokoda Track.

This is the story of Tom Phelps and 
the ‘other Kokoda Track’, a story that 
has never been told. Seventy-five 
years later, Tom’s grandson, award-
winning actor and writer Peter 
Phelps, is sharing the unforgettable 
tale of resilience and survival.

Peter Phelps 
Location: Sydney, Australia
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FATHERHOOD
William McInnes
Trade Paperback 9780733635540 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780733635557 | $14.99 | Hachette Australia

William McInnes, one of Australia’s best-
known storytellers and actors, has turned to a 
subject that is close to his heart. Fatherhood is 
about family, about memories of his father and 
the memories he’s creating as a dad himself, 
with his own son and daughter.

Warm, witty and nostalgic, these tales are just 
like a friendly chat over the back fence, or 
the banter of a backyard barbecue. They will 
stir your own memories: of hot summer days 
and cooling off under the sprinkler while Dad 
works in the garden with the radio tuned to 
the sports results; that time Dad tried to teach 
you to drive – and then got out of the car and 
kissed the ground; or taking your own kids on 
a family road trip.

Fatherhood is full of memories: the happy, the 
hilarious, the sad, bad, and the unexpectedly 
poignant. You will laugh, you may even cry – 
but you will recognise yourself and those you 
love somewhere in these pages.

WILLIAM McINNES is an award-winning 
actor and one of Australia’s most popular 
writers, delighting readers with his memoirs 
and novels. He grew up in Queensland and 
lives in Melbourne with his two children.

Bestselling author and acclaimed 
actor William McInnes returns with a 
book about a subject close to his own 
heart: Fatherhood.

William McInnes 
Location: Melbourne,  
Australia



PETER PHELPS
 
I started writing because ... I discovered 
in my first form high school after-school 
detention class that you could create 
something positive out of a negative. Part of 
the punishment was to write a two-page story. 
You could leave detention if you finished the 
story. The deadline was reached far quicker 
if the surf was good. I made the high school 
magazine with my first published piece. 

The best part of writing the Bulldog Track 
was ... I could tell an unknown chapter of my 
grandfather’s and father’s lives.

Describe Bulldog Track in a sentence ... A 
grandson’s story of an ordinary man’s war and 
survival on the other Kokoda Trail and the 
family who thought he would never return.  

When I’m not writing I ... lean back in my 
chair and read what I just wrote, hopefully with 
a finger off the delete key. Then I surf & stand-
up paddle. Fish and kayak on Pittwater; movies 
with my daughters; create and perform and/
or direct characters for film, TV and theatre 
projects; and teach film acting and directing. 

 
The book that changed my life ... I find it 
hard to answer, so I’ll be a smarty pants - 
Emma by Jane Austen.

5 minutes with ...

The Bulldog Track 
TPB 9780733639777 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780733639784 | $14.99 
Hachette Australia 
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THE BOTANIST’S 
DAUGHTER
Kayte Nunn
Trade Paperback 9780733639388 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780733639395 | $12.99  
Hachette Australia

In Victorian England, headstrong adventuress 
Elizabeth takes up her late father’s quest for 
a rare, miraculous plant. She faces a perilous 
sea voyage, unforeseen dangers and treachery 
that threatens her entire family.

In present-day Australia, Anna finds a 
mysterious metal box containing a sketchbook 
of dazzling watercolours, a photograph 
inscribed ‘Spring 1886’ and a small bag of 
seeds. It sets her on a path far from her safe, 
carefully ordered life, and on a journey that 
will force her to face her own demons.

In this spellbinding botanical odyssey of 
discovery, desire and deception, Kayte Nunn 
has so exquisitely researched nineteenth-
century Cornwall and Chile you can almost 
smell the fragrance of the flowers, feel the 
touch of the flora on your fingertips.

KAYTE NUNN is a former book and magazine 
editor, and the author of two contemporary 
novels, Rose’s Vintage and Angel’s Share.  
The Botanist’s Daughter is Kayte’s first novel  
of transporting historical fiction, and stems in 
part from her love of flowers and all  
things botanical. 

Discovery. Desire. Deception.  
A wondrously imagined tale of 
two female botanists, separated by 
more than a century, in a race to 
discover a life-saving flower.

Kayte Nunn 
Location: NSW, Australia



KAYTE NUNN
 
Before I was an author I was ... a magazine 
editor and freelance features writer. I was 
lucky enough to edit Gourmet Traveller WINE 
magazine for a number of years, travelling 
the world, drinking extraordinary wines and 
meeting the people who made them.  

The Botanist’s Daughter was inspired by ...  
A visit to the Sydney Botanical Gardens. I was 
walking with my youngest daughter, looking 
for fairies, when I came across a cast bronze 
sundial in the rose gardens. It features a 
beautiful raised-relief of herbs and as soon as I 
put my hand on it the hairs on the back of my 
neck stood up. I knew there was a story there 
and I began to imagine a similar sundial in an 
English walled garden, seeing a young woman 
about to embark on a perilous journey. 

Describe The Botanist’s Daughter in 3 
words ... courage, adventure, desire. 

When I’m not writing I ... love to bake – 
cakes, cookies, slices and all things sweet. I run 
a bit to counteract the effects of the baking. I 
also read voraciously and indiscriminately.

 
My favourite plant/flower is ... I’m afraid I 
don’t have just one, but I love scented, white 
flowers – frangipanis, freesias, old-fashioned 
roses, lily of the valley, stephanotis, star 
jasmine, gardenias, snowdrops, oh and bluebell 
woods and fields of poppies.

5 minutes with ...

The Botanist’s Daughter 
TPB 9780733639388 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780733639395 | $12.99 
Hachette Australia
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NO-COUNTRY WOMAN
Zoya Patel
Trade Paperback 9780733640063 | $32.99  
Ebook 9780733640070 | $14.99 | Hachette Australia

‘I am Fijian-Indian, and have lived in Australia 
since I was three years old. Memories of my 
early life in Fiji are limited to flashes, like 
an old film projector running backwards. I 
remember a blue dress, a trip on a boat where 
my father handed me a dried, floating starfish 
that I clutched in my fingers, determined not 
to lose it back to the ocean.’

No-Country Woman is the story of never 
knowing where you belong. It’s about 
not feeling represented in the media you 
consume, not connected to the culture of your 
forebears, not respected by your peers. 

It’s about challenging society’s need to define 
us and it’s a rallying cry for the future. 

It’s a memoir full of heart, fury and 
intelligence – and the book we need right now.

ZOYA PATEL is a writer and editor based 
in Canberra. She is the Founding Editor of 
independent feminist journal, Feminartsy. 
Zoya writes fiction, non-fiction and memoir, 
and has had her work published in a range 
of publications including Junkee, Women’s 
Agenda, iD.co, Right Now, The Canberra 
Times, Mamamia and more.

A fresh and exciting feminist 
memoir about what it means to 
never feel at home where you live.

Zoya Patel 
Location: Canberra, 
Australia
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BELIEVE ME
JP Delaney
Trade Paperback 9781787472419 | $32.99 
Ebook 9781787472433 | $14.99 | Quercus

A struggling British actress, in New York 
without a green card, Claire needs work. She 
takes the only part she’s offered: as a decoy 
for a firm of divorce lawyers, hired to entrap 
straying husbands, catching them on tape with 
their seductive propositions.

Then the game changes.

When the police start investigating one of 
Claire’s targets for murdering his wife – and 
potentially others too – they ask her to help 
lure their suspect into a confession. Claire can 
do this. She assumes a voice and an attitude, 
something from an old film noir. A masterclass 
in deception. But who’s deceiving who?

And that’s when Claire realises she’s playing 
the deadliest role of her life.

JP DELANEY is a pseudonym for a writer 
who has previously written bestselling fiction 
under other names. JP Delaney’s first thriller, 
The Girl Before, became a global bestseller, 
published in forty-one countries. A film version 
is being brought to the screen by Academy 
Award winners Ron Howard and Brian Grazer’s 
Imagine Entertainment.

The new thriller from  
the bestselling author  
of The Girl Before.

JP Delaney 
Location: United Kingdom
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Linwood Barclay 
Location: Toronto, Canada

Jasper Fforde 
Location: Wales, UK

EARLY RISER 
Jasper Fforde
Trade Paperback 9781444763591 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781444763614 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton

Imagine a world where humans hibernate for 
five months each year. Quinn is an ‘Early Riser’ 
– part of a group of detectives who volunteer to 
be woken early from their annual sleep to deal 
with dormicides, the taboo and horrific crime of 
murdering someone while they hibernate. His 
alarm wakes him from a dream, but something 
feels instantly wrong. Because noone dreams 
anymore. Quinn has been roused because 
someone is dead, someone involved in the 
sonombulan industry. More disturbingly, as the 
investigation progresses, Quinn discovers that 
there are links to the dreams he’s been having. 
The dreams that shouldn’t even be possible ...

JASPER FFORDE traded a varied career in the 
film industry for staring out of the window and 
chewing the end of a pencil. He lives and works 
in Wales and has a passion for aviation.

A NOISE DOWNSTAIRS 
Linwood Barclay
Trade Paperback 9781409163992 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781409164029 | $14.99 | Orion

Paul Davis forgets things. But he wasn’t always 
like this.

Eight months ago, Paul was attacked – left for 
dead after seeing something he shouldn’t have 
– and has been piecing his life back together 
ever since. During the days, therapy helps. But at 
night, he hears noises that no one else can. That 
nobody believes. Sometimes he thinks someone 
is in the house. Other times, the sounds are far 
stranger. Either he’s losing his mind or someone 
wants him to think he is. Or maybe something 
even darker is waiting downstairs ...

LINWOOD BARCLAY is the internationally 
bestselling author of many critically acclaimed 
novels, including No Safe House, A Tap On 
The Window, Trust Your Eyes and the Richard 
& Judy 2008 Summer Read winner and number 
one bestseller, No Time For Goodbye. He lives 
near Toronto with his wife.
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Sabri Louatah 
Location: Philadelphia

Claire Askew 
Location: Edinburgh, 
Scotland

ALL THE HIDDEN TRUTHS 
Claire Askew
Trade Paperback 9781473673038 | $32.99  
Ebook 9781473673052 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton

Ryan Summers walked into Three Rivers 
College and killed thirteen women, then 
himself. But no one can say why. 

The question is one that cries out to be 
answered – by Ryan’s mother, Moira; by Ishbel, 
the mother of Abigail, the first victim; and by 
DI Helen Birch, put in charge of the case on 
her first day at her new job. But as the tabloids 
and the media swarm, as the families’ secrets 
come out, as the world searches for someone to 
blame, the truth seems to vanish.

CLAIRE ASKEW is a poet, novelist and the 
current Writer-in-Residence at the University 
of Edinburgh. Claire holds a PhD in Creative 
Writing and has won a variety of accolades 
for her work, including the Jessie Kesson 
Fellowship and a Scottish Book Trust New 
Writers Award.

SAVAGES 2: THE SPECTRE
Sabri Louatah
Trade Paperback 9781472154095 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781472153234 | $14.99 | Corsair

In a crowd on election night, France’s first Arab 
presidential candidate, Idder Chaouch, is shot 
at close range by the young and naïve Krim 
Nerrouche. Although Krim’s finger pulled 
the trigger, it becomes clear he was not the 
mastermind behind the attack. 

As investigations get underway, Chaouch is 
transferred to intensive care, hovering between 
life and death with his heartbroken family at his 
side. His daughter is facing the fact she may not 
be allowed to see her boyfriend again – for he 
is a member of the sprawling Nerrouche family, 
who are currently all being treated as suspects 
by the authorities. 

SABRI LOUATAH was born in France and now 
lives in Philadelphia. In 2005, while riots were 
breaking out across France, he read Demons by 
Dostoyevsky, and was inspired to write this series.
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James Oswald 
Location: Scotland, UK

Becky Chambers 
Location: California, USA

RECORD OF A 
SPACEBORN FEW
Becky Chambers
Trade Paperback 9781473647619 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781473647626 | $14.99 | Hodder & Stoughton

Centuries after the last humans left Earth, the 
Exodus Fleet is a living relic, a place many are 
from but few outsiders have seen. 

Tessa chose to stay home when her brother 
Ashby left for the stars, but has to question 
that decision when her position in the Fleet is 
threatened. Kip, a young apprentice, itches for 
change but doesn’t know where to find it. Sawyer, 
a newcomer, is just looking for a place to belong.

When a disaster rocks the community, these 
Exodans who still call the Fleet their home can 
no longer avoid the inescapable question: What 
is the purpose of a ship that has reached its 
destination?

BECKY CHAMBERS grew up in a family 
heavily involved in space science, and hopes to 
see Earth from orbit one day.

NO TIME TO CRY 
James Oswald
Trade Paperback 9781472249999 | $29.99 
Ebook 9781472250001 | $14.99 | Wildfire

Undercover ops are always dangerous, but DC 
Constance Fairchild never expected things to 
go this wrong. 

Returning to their base of operations, she 
finds the bloodied body of her boss DI Pete 
Copperthwaite. He’s been executed – a single 
shot to the head. In the aftermath, it seems 
someone in the Met is determined to make 
sure that blame for the wrecked operation falls 
squarely on Con’s shoulders. She is cut loose 
and cast out, angry and alone with her grief ...  
right until the moment someone also tries to 
put a bullet through her head.

There’s no place to hide, and no time to cry.

JAMES OSWALD is the author of the Sunday 
Times bestselling Inspector McLean series of 
detective mysteries. No Time To Cry is the first 
book in James’s new Constance Fairchild series.
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Angela Slatter 
Location: Brisbane, Australia

Flynn Berry 
Location: New York, USA

A DOUBLE LIFE
Flynn Berry
Trade Paperback 9781474607025 | $29.99  
Ebook 9781474607049 | 14.99 | W&N

Claire’s father is a privileged man and 
surrounded by a group of devoted friends who 
would do anything for him. 

But when he becomes the prime suspect in a 
horrific attack on Claire’s mother – fate and 
privilege collide, and a scandal erupts. Claire’s 
father disappears overnight, his car abandoned, 
blood on the front seat.

Thirty years after, Claire is obsessed with 
uncovering the truth, and she knows that the 
answer is safeguarded by the same friends who 
all those years before had answered the call to 
protect one of their own.

Inspired by the Lord Lucan affair – the murder 
mystery that shocked a nation.

FLYNN BERRY graduated from Brown 
University.  Her first novel Under the Harrow was 
awarded the Edgar Award for Best First Novel.

RESTORATION 
Angela Slatter
Trade Paperback 9781784294380 | $29.99  
Ebook | 9781784294366 | $14.99 | Jo Fletcher Books

Verity Fassbinder thought no boss could be 
worse than her perfectionist ex-boyfriend – until 
she grudgingly agreed to work for a psychotic 
fallen angel. Instead of indulging in domestic 
bliss, she’s got to play BFFs with the angel’s little 
spy, Joyce the kitsune assassin, and Joyce comes 
with her own murderous problems. 

The angel has tasked V with finding two lost 
treasures, which would be hard enough even 
without a vengeful Dusana Nadasy on her heels. 
And Inspector McIntyre won’t stop calling: the 
bodies of Normal women who disappeared 
decades before are turning up, apparently 
subjected to Weyrd magic. Angelic demands or 
not, this isn’t something she can walk away from.

ANGELA SLATTER is the award-winning author 
of eight short story collections. Vigil was her 
first solo novel, and the sequel Corpselight was 
released in 2017.
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Tom Wood 
Location: London, UK

Neal Bascomb 
Location: Seattle, Washington

THE ESCAPE ARTISTS 
Neal Bascomb
Trade Paperback 9781473686786 | $32.99  
Ebook 9781473686793 | $14.99 | John Murray

When captured Royal Flying Corps pilots 
Captain David Gray, Captain Caspar Kennard 
and 2nd Lieutenant Cecil Blain had arrived at 
Holzminden – the Germans’ highest-security 
prison complex—it had seemed impregnable. 
After five unsuccessful attempts from different 
camps in one year, the obsessive Captain Gray 
was personally determined to orchestrate the 
building of a tunnel directly under the feet of its 
one hundred armed guards.

29 officers crawled into a 16 inch high, 55 metre 
tunnel dug only with spoons. This was the 
culmination of nine months gruelling toil in 
oxygen-starved darkness. Of the 29 escapees, 
just ten would make their way back  
to Britain.

NEAL BASCOMB is the author of nine award-
winning, national, and international bestselling 
adult books, including most recently the New 
York Times bestseller The Winter Fortress.

KILL FOR ME 
Tom Wood
Trade Paperback 9780751565706 | $29.99  
Ebook 9780751565713 | 14.99 | Sphere

For years, two sisters have vied for the turf of 
their dead crime boss father. But now one sister 
has a weapon that could finally win the war – a 
cold, amoral hitman known, fittingly, as ‘Victor’. 

Freed from previous employers, the CIA and 
MI6, Victor is a killer-for-hire whose sense of 
self-preservation trumps all else. Yet as betrayal 
and counter-betrayal unspool in the vicious 
family feud, Victor finds himself at the centre of 
a storm even he could be powerless to stop.

TOM WOOD is a full-time writer born in 
Burton-on-Trent who now lives in London. After 
a stint as a freelance editor and film-maker, he 
completed his first novel, The Hunter, which 
was an instant bestseller, and introduced 
readers to a genuine antihero, Victor, an 
assassin with a purely logical view on life and 
whose morals are deeply questionable. 



AMAZING AUSTRALIAN 
WOMEN
Pamela Freeman and Sophie Beer
Hardback 9780734418456 | $26.99  
Ebook 9780734418463 | $13.99 
Lothian Children’s Books

Meet twelve amazing Australian women 
who have changed the world, in small ways 
and large.

Some of them are world famous, like Annette 
Kellerman and Dame Nellie Melba.

Some of them are famous in Australia, like 
Mary Reibey and Edith Cowan.

All of them deserve to be famous and admired.

These women are the warriors who paved the 
way for the artists, business owners, scientists, 
singers, politicians, actors, sports champions, 
adventurers, activists and innovators of 
Australia today.

PAMELA FREEMAN’s historical novel The 
Black Dress won the NSW Premier’s History 
Prize in 2006 and her non-fiction book Desert 
Lake: The Story Of Kati Thanda-Lake Eyre, 
illustrated by Liz Anelli, was shortlisted for the 
2017 NSW Premier’s Literary Awards and was 
a Notable Book in two categories in the 2017 
Children’s Book Council of Australia Book 
Awards.

SOPHIE BEER is an award-winning illustrator 
living in Brisbane. Sophie adores creating bright, 
fun designs with generous helpings of narrative. 
Revelling in colour, shape and texture, she lives 
by one simple rule: art should never be boring. 
Sophie was the winner of the 2016 SCBWI 
Penguin/Random House Portfolio award.
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Pamela Freeman 
Location: Sydney, NSW

A bright and colourful look at 
twelve incredible Australian 
women who helped shape our 
country, from politics and the 
arts to Indigenous culture, 
science and more.
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Piers Torday 
Location: London, UK

Catherine Pelosi 
Location: Sydney, NSW

THE LOST MAGICIAN
Piers Torday
Hardback 9781786540515 | $24.99 
Ebook 9781784294526 | $12.99  
Quercus Children’s Books

1945. They have survived the Blitz, but when 
Simon, Patricia, Evelyn and Larry step through 
a magical library door, they walk into a 
danger-filled adventure.

The many stories of the Library are locked in 
eternal war, and the children’s only hope is to 
find the mysterious magician who has been 
lost for centuries. 

PIERS TORDAY’s bestselling children’s books, 
The Last Wild and The Dark Wild, have won 
numerous awards. His most recent book for 
children, There May Be a Castle, was published 
in October 2016 to critical acclaim, and was a 
Children’s Book of the Year for The Times. 

SOMETHING FOR FLEUR
Catherine Pelosi and Caitlin Murray
Paperback 9780734418104 | $14.99  
Hardback 9780734418098 | $24.99  
Ebook 9780734418111 | $11.99 
Lothian Children’s Books

It’s Fleur the flamingo’s birthday and her friend 
Bo the hippo is sending her a present. Can you 
use Bo’s clues to guess what it is?

Could it be ice-cream mountains to slide down, 
or ten-tiered cakes for all the town? Or maybe 
it’s the best present of all – a big hug from your 
best friend.

When she was younger, CATHERINE PELOSI 
loved two things in equal measure: animals 
and writing stories. These days, she writes as 
often as she can. Catherine hasn’t lost her love 
of animals and you will often find one or two 
roaming through her stories. 

CAITLIN MURRAY specialises in all things 
kids. When she’s not designing for Melbourne 
toy company Tiger Tribe, Caitlin works as an 
illustrator from her home studio in Melbourne. 



Lucy Daniels 
Location: United Kingdom

NEW ANIMAL ARK
New Animal Ark: Fox Club Danger 
Paperback 9781408354025 | $11.99 
Ebook 9781408354032 | $6.99 

New Animal Ark: Puppy in Peril 
Paperback 9781408354049 | $11.99 
Ebook 9781408354056 | $6.99 
Orchard Books

Fox Cub Danger: Amelia and Sam love helping 
animals.  But when they find an injured fox, they 
have to find new home for a whole fox family. 
Can they find the perfect place for the cute cubs, 
safely away from danger?

Puppy in Peril: When a poorly pup comes into 
Animal Ark vets, no one knows who his owner is, 
and he needs an operation. Can Amelia and Sam 
use a TV dog show to raise the money in time?

LUCY DANIELS is the creator of the bestselling 
Animal Ark series, which has sold more than 2.5 
million copies in the UK alone. Animal Ark is 
being relaunched for a new generation of animal 
lovers, with exciting brand-new adventures! 

NEW ANIMAL ARK
New Animal Ark: Kitten Rescue  
Paperback 9781408354148 | $11.99 
Ebook 9781408354155 | $6.99 

New Animal Ark: Bunny Trouble 
Paperback 9781408354162 | $11.99 
Ebook 9781408354179 | $6.99 
Orchard Books

A brilliant animal series from multi-million-
copy selling author Lucy Daniels. With exciting 
animal rescues and real-life care tips, this is the 
perfect series for young animal lovers!

 
Kitten Rescue: Animal-mad Amelia is sad 
about moving house, until she discovers 
Animal Ark, where vets look after all kinds of 
animals in need. When they discover some 
baby kittens, Amelia and her new friend Sam 
are determined to help. But the kittens need 
their mum, and she’s gone missing! Can 
Amelia and Sam track her down in time?

Bunny Trouble: Amelia and Sam are on a 
new animal adventure! There’s something 
wrong with their friend Izzy’s bunny rabbit. 
She seems very sad and she keeps escaping 
from her hutch. Can Amelia and Sam work out 
what’s wrong with her? Or will the little bunny 
get into big trouble?
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Tracy Banghart 
Location: Hawaii, USA

Nicky Singer 
Location: Brighton, UK

GRACE AND FURY
Tracy Banghart
Paperback 9781444941951 | $16.99 
Ebook 9781444941968 | $9.99 
Hodder Children’s Books

In a world where women have no rights, 
sisters Serina and Nomi face two very 
different fates: one in the palace, the other 
on an island prison where women must fight 
to survive. Serina has spent her whole life 
preparing to become a Grace – selected to 
stand by the heir to the throne as a shining 
example of the perfect woman. But her 
headstrong and rebellious younger sister has  
a dangerous secret, and one wrong move 
could cost both sisters everything. 

TRACY BANGHART spent her summers on 
a remote island in northern Ontario. All that 
isolation and pretty scenery led to a reading 
addiction, writing obsession, and several 
serious book boyfriends. Tracy now travels the 
world army-wife style with her husband, son 
and sundry pets.

THE SURVIVAL GAME
Nicky Singer
Paperback 9781444944525 | $16.99 
Ebook 9781444944549 | $9.99 
Hodder Children’s Books

Mhairi Anne Bain owns only two things: a gun 
with no bullets and her identity papers. 

The world is a shell of what it once was. Now, 
you must prove yourself worthy of existence at 
every turn, at every border checkpoint. 

Mhairi has learnt the importance of living her 
own story, of speaking to no one. But then she 
meets a young boy with no voice at all, and finds 
herself risking everything to take him to safety. 

NICKY SINGER’ first children’s novel Feather 
Boy won the Blue Peter Book of the Year Award, 
was adapted for TV (winning a BAFTA for Best 
Children’s Drama) and commissioned by the 
National Theatre as a musical.



Check out Hachette Australia’s phenomenal list of  
authors attending Sydney Writers’ Festival 2018!

get the whole story at
hachette.com.au
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